Introduction
The braid group B n+1 admits the following classical presentation given by Artin [1] :
Elements of B n+1 are words expressed in the generators x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n and their inverses. The braid monoid M B n+1 has the same presentation as B n+1 .
The generalized Hecke algebras [5] are defined as the quotients
of the group algebras of the braid group by the ideal generated by a polynomial Q(b i ) , having Q(0) ̸ = 0 . If the degree of Q equals 3 we call them cubic Hecke algebras.
Coxeter [3] computed the cardinalities of the quotients of B 3 by relations x n i = 1 , namely 24 for n = 3 , 96 for n = 4 , and 600 for n = 5. To get a canonical form of a word in an algebra the diamond lemma by Bergman [2] is extremely useful. To understand the notions of reductions and ambiguities we start with his terminology.
Let k be a commutative associative ring with unity, X a set, ⟨X⟩ the free monoid on X , and k⟨X⟩ the free associative k -algebra on X . Let S be a set of pairs of the form σ = (W σ , f σ ) , where W σ ∈ ⟨X⟩ and f σ ∈ k⟨X⟩. For any σ ∈ S and A, B ∈ ⟨X⟩ , let r AσB : k⟨X⟩ → k⟨X⟩ be a k -module endomorphism such that this morphism sends AW σ B to Af σ B (r * fixes all other elements of ⟨X⟩). The maps r * are said to reductions.
Let σ, τ ∈ S and A, B, C ∈ ⟨X⟩ − 1 such that W σ = AB , W τ = BC , and then ABC is said to an ambiguity of S . An element a ∈ k⟨X⟩ is called irreducible (or canonical ) if a involves none of the monomials AW σ B ; otherwise, a is called reducible (for more details see [2] ).
If all relations in k⟨X⟩ as a module are defined then we say that we have a complete set of relations in k⟨X⟩. The diamond lemma [2] says that a set of relations is complete if all the ambiguities are solved. We call a complete set of relations in H(Q m , 3) a complete presentation of H(Q m , 3). The other names for the complete presentation being used are Gröbner bases, presentation with solvable ambiguities, rewriting systems, etc.
We made the terminology more understandable for the words in the braid monoids and for the algebra H(Q m , 3) . Applying the above reductions we solve the ambiguities in H(Q m , 3) . The solution of all the ambiguities gives us a complete set of relations in H(Q m , 3).
Let us have a few more words about the ambiguity and its solution. Let U , V , and w be nonempty words; then we denote U w × w wV by the word U wV . In a relation in H(Q m , 3) we place the equivalent words on the left-hand side that are greater in length-lexicographic ordering (we choose a natural order b 1 denote the set of irreducible words starting with b
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For the computations of the Hilbert series of H(Q 3 , 3), we have the following linear system for the irreducible words.
Proposition 2.3 The following equalities hold for the Hilbert series of irreducible words in H(
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For the computation of Hilbert series the complete presentation of the algebra is very important. By the diamond lemma [2] , the set of relations is complete in the complete presentation. Here we give the complete presentation of H(Q 4 , 3) in the following:
Proposition 2.4 A complete presentation of H(Q 4 , 3) is given as
(An outline of the proof of Proposition 2.4 is given in the Appendix.)
Now we develop a linear system for the irreducible words in H(Q 4 , 3) .
Proposition 2.5
The following equalities hold for the Hilbert series of irreducible words in H(Q 4 , 3):
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Proposition 2.6 A complete presentation of H(Q 5 , 3) is given by
⟩ , where the relations R i are given by (An outline of the proof of Proposition 2.6 is given in the Appendix.)
Now we develop a linear system for the irreducible words in H(Q 5 , 3) .
Proposition 2.7
The following equalities hold for the Hilbert series of irreducible words in H(Q 5 , 3) :
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